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Perfect your mental approach to your game To be a golfer is to tinker—with
everything from equipment to grip to swing. But one thing most players don’t
give enough attention to is the mental game. Psychologists aren’t a new
phenomenon in golf, but Dr. Michael Lardon is a different breed of performance
coach. Instead of sending his players into a losing battle against emotion,
indecision, and fear on the golf course, he shows them how to organize their
thoughts and use them for maximum performance. His step-by-step Pre-Shot
Pyramid provides any player with the ideal blueprint for shot setup. And his
revolutionary Mental Scorecard will give you the tools to accurately measure
what you really do on the golf course and how to make real, permanent
improvements. You will learn the same techniques that Dr. Lardon shares with
Phil Mickelson and dozens of other tour players, including the tools that helped
Mickelson right himself after the 2012 U.S. Open to win the British Open a month
later with a historic final round. Mastering Golf’s Mental Game will change the
way you think about golf, and is a must-read for any player serious about
shooting better scores and getting more enjoyment out of the game.
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The Complete Mental Game is a comprehensive instructional system to guide the
baseball player --- at any competitive level---- to take chagre of the process of
playing the game, on and off the baseball diamond. Through this book, the
baseball player will learn to establish a consistent approach to their continuous
development and improvement, not only as a player but also as a person. The
book includes guidelines methods and procedures so that the baseball player will
learn how to do the following: * Understand their personality, core values, strong
points and limitations--- the player as a Person * Cope effectively with negative
people , places, and things that can put them at risk, while developing a posituve
support system---the player as a "Coper" * Buy into something larger than the
individal-- the player as a Teamnate * Enage prodictively in preparing for each
game,, take their preapration into the game, be an accurate self evalautor, and
make effective adjustments -- the player as a Performer
“Dr. Bell’s book does a terrific job at breaking down the tools you need and to
practice to become a mentally tough competitor.” –John Dal Corobbo- 2009
Indiana PGA Teacher of the Year " Mental Toughness Training for Golf is an
excellent resource for coaches and players of all levels. Dr. Bell has done an
excellent job compiling diverse and practical philosophies with a proven track
record of success. Mental toughness and effective training is the final frontier of
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coaching our sport." -O.D. Vincent- 1999 National Coach of the Year " Dr. Rob
has developed a road map for success. He has helped me numerous times and
is very insightful about what it takes for every player to reach their full potential."
-Mark Guhne- Three Time Southern Conference Coach of the Year “The practice
ideas and tournament mental processes that Dr. Rob Bell reveals in this book are
incredibly valuable to a player, coach, or parent. A "must read,” for anyone
looking to develop mental toughness.” –Randy Wylie- Golf Digest “Best
Teachers in State” Mental Toughness Training for Golf illustrates how to
maximize our preparation. In this cutting edge book, you'll learn how great
coaches and players create pressure in practice, how to build a human taproot,
why suffering is needed, and the don'ts of mental toughness.
A pioneering psychologist turns his attention to the mental game of golf to
provide a definitive program designed to help players conquer the fears that
sabotage their game through a commitment to mastery of oneself and one's
mind. 35,000 first printing.
It is vital that coaches have the ability to recognise mental health problems in
their clients, enabling them to make an informed decision about whether
coaching is appropriate. A Guide to Coaching and Mental Health provides an
indispensable introduction to the assessment of psychological issues in the
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context of coaching. Divided into three sections, the book covers all the legal,
ethical and practical considerations. Section one, Working on the Boundary,
starts by exploring the distinction between normal and abnormal behaviour. In
section two, What’s Being Said, the authors introduce fictional case studies,
which cover a range of possible mental health issues from mild depression and
anxiety, through to psychoses and potentially life threatening problems. Section
three, Categories of Mental Illness, guides the reader through the definition and
management of the more common mental health problems. This accessible and
jargon-free guide to identifying mental illness will prove invaluable for coaches
and other related professionals, whatever their level of experience.
It is often said that 80% of what happens to us in life is based upon how we think.
Initially, I wrote this as a letter to read to our children when they graduated from
high school. I thought of this bookas I was driving down the road, takingour
childrenfrom practice to practice and game to game. After we got past "how was
your day?" There were many times with periods of awkward silence. Neither one
of us knew what to talk about.This was a very difficult time for me. I am used to
speaking in front of large crowds, but at this point I did not know what to say to
my 10 year-old son. What was wrong with me? I felt foolish. So I stepped back,
and analyzed my life and the lives of the successful people around me. I decided
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to teach my children about the things that it took me 40+ years of listening to my
family, friends, mentors, taking seminars, reading books, listening to the
tapes/CDs, etc. to learn to achieve success and happiness. There are hundreds
of self help books, CDs, DVDs and seminars for adults. Why not teach this to
kids and young adults? So I started talking to our children about positive life
experiences and ways to lead a positive, happy, successful, productive life. This
is what this book is about, helpingus to understand the game of life. I wanted our
children to have a reference when struggling with the game of life and this book
was the result of those efforts. This is a reference book that we can use again
and againthroughout our life. Together we can change the world by recognizing
one positive experience at a time.
A step-by-step system for mastering trading psychology. Think about your most
costly and recurring trading mistakes. Chances are that they’re related to
common errors, such as chasing price, cutting winners short, forcing mediocre
trades, and overtrading. You’ve likely tried to fix these errors by improving your
technical skills, and yet they persist. That’s because the real source of these
mistakes is not technical—they actually stem from greed, fear, anger, or problems
with confidence and discipline. If you are like most traders, you probably overlook
or misunderstand mental and emotional obstacles. Or worse, you might think you
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know how to manage them, but you don’t, and end up losing control at the worst
possible time. You’re leaving too much money on the table, which will either
prevent you from being profitable or realizing your potential. While many trading
psychology books offer sound advice, they don’t show you how to do the
necessary work. That’s why you haven’t solved the problems hurting your
performance. With straight talk and practical solutions, Jared Tendler brings a
new voice to trading psychology. In The Mental Game of Trading, he busts myths
about emotions, greed, and discipline, and shows you how to look past the
obvious to identify the real reasons you’re struggling. This book is different from
anything else on the market. You’ll get a step-by-step system for discovering the
cause of your problems and eliminating them once and for all. And through real
stories of traders from around the world who have successfully used Tendler’s
system, you’ll learn how to tackle your problems, improve your day-to-day
performance, and increase your profits. Whether you’re an independent or
institutional trader, and regardless of whether you trade equities, forex, or
cryptocurrencies, you can use this system to improve your decision-making and
execution. Finally, you have a way to reach your potential as a trader. Now’s the
time to make it happen.
Coaching the Mental Game is a bible for coaches who strive to make their
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athletes the most complete performers possible. Not only a wonderful asset to
athletic coaches, this book is a motivational resource for workers in all industries
as well as in the game of life.
In this concise guide to mental management, executive leadership and team
coach and former Navy SEAL, Jeff Boss, teaches a blend of unique mental
training methodologies that will enhance your self-belief, self-confidence, and
mental fortitude to help you reach new levels of success no matter what your
profession is. Jeff's unique WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) style of
writing makes the science of mental toughness easy to read and relatable. With a
client list that ranges from high potentials to top executives, Jeff demonstrates
how to pave the way for breakthrough potential by sharing over 23 mental
exercises for dealing with overwhelm. Specifically, you'll learn: 1. Why
understanding the mind is the smartest thing you can do 2. Learn the 4 Mental
Traps and How To Avoid Them 3. The 3 types of focus and why mastering them
is fundamental to success 4. Learn how to deal with uncertainty and not by
stymied by fear 5. Learn the 3 pitfalls of uncertainty so you can anticipate and
avoid them 6. The truth about managing uncertainty 7. Learn the neuroscience of
change 8. Become proficient in replacing negative thoughts with positive ones 9.
Create more productive thinking habits by understanding thought architecture 10.
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23 exercises for dealing with overwhelming pressure 11. Learn the most effective
path to building mental fortitude This book is powerful-but only to the degree that
you are willing to proactively put forth the focus to be the person you want to be.
The lessons and techniques presented in this book are essential reading for
anyone seeking greater success and peak performance, whether it be on the
playing field, in business, or life in general. Whatever your personal endeavor
may be, whatever challenge you may be facing, these lessons will prepare you to
move forward and excel. Reach new levels of personal success and performance
as you learn, practice, and apply these powerful concepts and proven
techniques.
The Mental Game is the most important game you'll ever play. If you didn't know,
you're already playing it. Hopefully, you knew that. It's hard to win a game you
don't even know you're playing. This book is a primer to start your All-Star career
in the mental game. The next steps are my books The Mental Handbook and The
Mirror Of Motivation. Here, you'll get 100 disciplines for your mental game which
you can start using in the very spot you're sitting. Yes - right now. No waiting or
preparation needed. Just start reading and do what I tell you, and the results will
be self-evident. Your only job is to stick to the disciplines. You'll learn about:
Decision-making How to lead people What to do with the negative thoughts that
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creep in when you least want them Goal setting Selecting and keeping friends
Tips for managing your time Taking care of your body, since the mind and body
work together How to stand out from the crowd - any crowd The type of questions
to ask yourself And much more. The mental game is an unforgiving game. When
you make a mistake, the laws of the universe demand you pay immediately. The
game is 100% fair at all times too. When you play the right way, the results
create a momentum which only you can stop. And when you see the results, why
would you even want to?
The Secret To Mastering Your Emotions Is Finally Out There: Are You Ready To
Take Control Of Your Emotions? Did you know that your social, business, and
romantic life are dictated and, in most cases, controlled by your emotions? Did
you know that mastering your emotions can lead to increased confidence, selfawareness, and self-motivation? If you are looking for an easy way to develop
emotional intelligence and reap its immense benefits, look no further. "Mental
Toughness Training" is Ian Tuhovsky's latest mental toughness handbook that
will take you behind the scenes of your mind and offer you an insight into your
emotions. Based on years of research, this eye-opening guide on controlling
emotions, positive thinking, and emotional balance will help you deal with these
stressful times and weather your emotional storm. Top 5 Reasons Why You
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Should Master Your Emotions - Starting Today: ? Observe & Understand
Different Emotions: Learn How To Read Between The Lines & Read People
Faster ? Tame Your Negative Emotions: Find Your Inner Balance & Learn How
To Handle Fear, Anger, Envy & Stress ? Positively Channel Your Emotions:
Rediscover Your Inner Strength & Develop Emotional Resilience ? Express
Yourself: Unlock Your Emotional Safe & Discover Ways To Bring Your Emotions
To The Surface ? Develop Mental Strength: Learn How Understanding Motivation
And Emotion Will Lead To Happiness And Success. What's In It For You? Your
emotions trigger your every decision and have a great impact on your mood.
That's why by learning how to master your emotions you will be able to ?? Build
Stronger Relationships ?? Understand Emotional Reactions ?? Feel In Control &
More Confident Don't Hesitate! Invest In Yourself! Scroll Up, Click "Buy Now" &
Use Your Emotions To Improve Your Life! Tags: how to be mentally strong,
mental toughness, mental strength, emotional intelligence, self development
The keys to success as a writer are yours for the thinking! All success begins in
the mind. For writers, the mind fuels the imagination and creates stories. But for
authors who are productive and resilient, and see a good return on their efforts,
there is another factor at work. They are winning the mental game of writing.
Successful writers have the ability to inspire themselves to produce consistently,
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improve systematically, overcome obstacles and keep up a positive mental
attitude. In this book, #1 bestselling writing teacher James Scott Bell takes you
through the mental landscape of the successful author. He shows you not only
how to stay on your game, but how to improve it. He gives you insights,
strategies and techniques for blasting through walls and jumping over hurdles,
setting you free to concentrate on what you love most - writing. You'll learn how
to define true success, formulate goals and plans, find courage and commitment
to write, unleash your creativity and write with joy. You'll also be given steps to
handle challenges like stress, burnout, envy, expectations and the trap of
comparison. In short, you'll learn to get all your mental jets going full blast so your
writing can reach new heights! "I need three things before I tackle a new novel:
Diet Coke, a laptop, and my dog-eared copies of James Scott Bell's books on
writing craft." - #1 NYT Times Bestselling Author Kami Garcia
Introduces Lanny Bassham's Mental Management system for developing
consistent mental performance under pressure with techniques for competitors
and coaches whether in sports or business.
The Mental Game VIP program goes inside the greatest minds in the game of
baseball and will teach you the strategies and philosophies to consistently play
your best!
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Be wary of the people no one wants on their team, the ones who are too small,
too slow and not very capable. The unwanted have a built-in motivation to do
whatever it takes to succeed that those who were picked first do not have. This is
the story of such a person and what he did to find his place at the top of the world
in his sport.
Turn Ordinary Responsibility Into Extraordinary Leadership Whether you were
born with a talent for leadership or had leadership thrust upon you, the success
of your business depends on you. With insights from over 20 contributors,
entrepreneurs, and thought leaders, Entrepreneur Voices on Effective Leadership
will help you: Define the leadership style that fits you best Grow your business by
inspiring your employees Take initiative and lead effectively in any position Earn
trust from team members with empathy Develop leaders from within your staff
Avoid mistakes that could ruin your reputation Reinvent yourself and your culture
after a crisis Plus, gain insider tips from exclusive interviews with Kodak's former
CMO Jeffrey Hayzlett, former NFL linebacker Matt Mayberry, and social
entrepreneurship advocate and author Jason Haber.
Discover the next frontier in sports training—improving your mental game, no matter
your age or experience—and how to become the Playmaker, both in your professional
and personal life. Coaches search for it. Parents dream of it. Fans love it. Athletes want
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it. The playmaker on any sports team possesses it: an elusive, intangible quality
combining anticipation, perception, and decision-making skills. This quality raises their
game above the competition and allows them to pass when no one else can, anticipate
the movement of opponents, avoid costly mental mistakes, and ultimately, hold the
team together. Now, for the first time, cognitive science research is revealing the
secrets of the playmaker’s keen sense of awareness. Just as tests of speed, strength,
and agility have provided a baseline of physiological biomarkers, coaches can now
capture cognitive metrics including attention, pattern recognition, anticipation, and the
ability to take quick, decisive action during the chaos of competition. The Playmaker’s
Advantage is a groundbreaking book that will educate athletes of all ages about this
essential creative capability in an accessible, easy to understand method.
From the author of Mental Toughness Training for Sports comes a collection of
columns written for World Tennis magazine on playing "the mental game".
The Students Guidebook to Mental Toughness Training For Volleyball Players will
teach you how meditation can make you mentally tougher even in the most challenging
conditions. Stimulating the mind will stimulate the body to overcome what was once
thought of as impossible and will help you surpass limits you never imagined. Mental
road blocks and past mental failures affect what you think you can accomplish but that
can be corrected through meditation so that the past stays in the past and you can
finally move forward in achieving your goals. Meditation can become the fastest path to
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mental toughness due to the non-physical skills you will develop and improve. It will
teach you to strengthen the mind and sharpen your concentration for longer periods of
time. Give yourself the opportunity to become better in every way imaginable and reach
for the top! What is meditation? Meditation is a state of mind where you are thinking
about something in a calm and relaxed manner. Normally, you are achieving a much
higher state of focus. How will you benefit from meditating? Meditation will take you to
the next level mentally, physically, and emotionally. You can expect to feel more
prepared, relaxed, and focused than ever before after meditating. Remember, the body
can only do what the mind thinks it can do. What Improvements can I expect from
practicing meditation? Some of the improvements you can expect are: fewer or no
headaches at all, improved digestion, more energy during the day, less muscle cramps
or signs of muscle tightness, increased capacity to concentrate over long periods of
time. Does my nutrition affect my meditative potential and is a nutrition plan included?
Yes, nutrition is a major component in becoming mentally tougher. When you have the
energy and mental balance needed, you can perform at your optimal mental capacity
and this means eating and staying hydrated. Feeling tired, anxious, drowsy, or sleepy
will not allow you to focus and perform properly. A meal calendar is included as well as
recipes you can use to maximize your meditation sessions and have an organized
nutrition.
Magic: The Gathering is a mental sport. It's a game of the mind. To perform to your
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maximum and achieve success as a player, you need more than just talent, skill, and
ability. You need a strong mental game in order to break through to the next level.
Mental Mana is the first book in the history of Magic to focus exclusively on the mental
side of the game and give you, the player, the methodologies needed to master the
mental game of Magic and help you fulfill your potential as a player.
In this book, authors H.A. Dorfman and Karl Kuehl present their practical and proven
strategy for developing the mental skills needed to achieve peack performance at every
level of the game.
AT THE TABLE, YOU'RE YOUR OWN WORST ENEMY. --Stu Ungar, the world's
greatest poker player Do you play hands you should fold? Do you sometimes go too far
with hands, hoping to get lucky while knowing that the pot odds don't justify calling?
Ever kept playing even when you knew you were off your game because you were
losing and wanted to get even? Have you let anger or destructive urges affect the way
you play even though you know better? Don't despair! Now, in Your Worst Poker
Enemy, psychologist Dr. Alan Schoonmaker shows you how to reap the full benefits of
the poker knowledge you already have by helping you to identify and stop
psychologically based mistakes. This must-have book also features detailed sections
that examine crucial points far beyond the scope of most other poker strategy guides,
including: • Using Intuition vs. Logic • Evaluating Yourself and the Opposition •
Understanding Unconscious and Emotional Factors • Adjusting to Changes • Handling
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stress Dr. Schoonmaker will help you to recognize and defeat the often crippling
psychological factors that distort your perceptions about yourself, other players, and the
game itself and send you on your way to becoming the best poker player you can be!
Alan N. Schoonmaker, Ph.D, is the author of the top-selling The Psychology of Poker
and is a columnist for Card Player magazine. He received his Ph.D. in Psychology from
UC Berkeley and has conducted research and taught at UCLA, Carnegie-Mellon, and
Belgium's Catholic University of Louvain. He lives in Las Vegas.
Play with Freedom...And Win More! The Best Tennis of Your Life is an inspirational and
practical guide that will help players of all levels finally master the mental game. Author
Jeff Greenwald draws from his unique background as a world-class player, sports
psychology consultant, psychotherapist, and former coach to provides 50 specific tools
you can immediately apply in any match situation. This comprehensive guide will show
you how to: Embrace nerves and play even better under pressure Maintain confidence
to win more consistently Develop a pin-point focus Access an ideal level of intensity
Play with a renewed sense of passion and freedom Why wait any longer to play the
best tennis of your life? Get the mental edge with this invaluable resource and watch
your game soar.
"Steve Bull is a true expert in his field. Anyone interested in winning will profit from his
experience and knowledge." —Andrew 'Freddie' Flintoff "Steve Bull’s ideas and
techniques will equip anyone in business with a game plan for acquiring the winning
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edge." —From the Foreword by Michael Vaughan Mental toughness goes hand in hand
with success and yet it is often misunderstood. True mental toughness is about
preparation, resilience, control, risk management and above all execution. So, how do
you utilise this elusive but critical attribute? By starting with a “game plan.” The Game
Plan is about winning. More importantly, it’s about you winning. It’s about how you can
create a personal performance environment that enables you to deliver at the crucial
times. The Game Plan explores different types of mental toughness and examines how
each one can give you the platform for significantly increased levels of self-confidence
and resilience. Learn the easy-to-apply lessons that have created an environment of
success for a host of world-beating performers in the business world and beyond.
Imagine being able to apply a winning performance mindset to everyday work situations
such as: Making presentations razor sharp Wowing new clients Being in control during
performance appraisals Staying cool during even the most hectic and pressurized days
Maintaining your self-belief even when things go wrong Making the right decision at the
right time. Read and learn from The Game Plan and you will have at your fingertips a
robust strategy to give you the edge over your closest competitors and the very best
chance of success.
Whoever claims winning isn't everything obviously has not spoken with an athletic
coach.Coaching the Mental Game offers coaches of all sports a definitive volume for effectively
understanding an athlete's mental awareness, which in turn will help drive success. Author
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H.A. Dorfman details appropriate coaching strategies aimed at perfecting the player's mental
approach to performance. Coaching the Mental Game will become the Bible for coaches who
strive to make their athletes the most complete performers possible. Not only a wonderful
asset to athletic coaches, this book will also prove to be a motivational resource for workers in
all industries as well as in the game of life.
Originally published in 1995, the first edition of Managing Your Mind established a unique
place in the self-help book market. A blend of tried-and-true psychological counseling and nononsense management advice grounded in the principles of CBTand other psychological
treatments, the book straddled two types of self-help literature, arguing that in one's personal
and professional life, the way to success is the same. By adopting the practical strategies that
mental health experts Butler and Hope have developed over years of clinical research and
practice, one can develop the "mental fitness" necessary to resolve one's personal and
interpersonal challenges at home and work and to live a productive, satisfying life. The first
edition addressed how to develop key skills to mental fitness (e.g., managing one's time better,
facing and solving problems better, keeping things in perspective, learning to relax, etc.), how
to improve one's relationships, how to beat anxiety and depression, and how to establish a
good mind-body balance. For this new edition, Butler and Hope have updated all preexisting
material and have added five new chapters-on sexuality and intimate relationships; anger in
relationships; recent traumatic events and their aftermath; loss and bereavement; and dealing
with the past.
First published in 2011. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Imagine the edge you would have if you could consistently play poker in the zone. In the zone
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you make all the right decisions, instinctively when to bluff, and are unfazed by a losing hand.
You’re locked in and feel unbeatable. It’s shocking how many poker players stumble into this
elusive state of mind. As quickly as that euphoric feeling of invincibility arrives, it's gone. And
no matter how hard they try, they can’t get back there. Until now. In The Mental Game of
Poker 2, author and renowned poker mental game coach Jared Tendler breaks down the zone
and delivers actionable steps to help players get there consistently. He demystifies the zone,
and for the first time, brings logic and order to this previously misunderstood concept. This
book provides proven strategies to: • Play poker longer and across more online tables. •
Improve decision making. • Learn faster. • Eliminate C-game mistakes. • Increase focus and
discipline. The Mental Game of Poker 2 expands on the psychological strategies and theories
from Tendler's groundbreaking book, The Mental Game of Poker, which cracked the code on
managing tilt and has helped thousands of players eliminate mental leaks from their games.
Like the first book, The Mental Game of Poker 2 is a must have resource for every poker
player who is serious about improving.
This book is the new edition of John Magee's classic General Semantics of Wall Street. An
indispensable companion to John Magee's and Robert Edward's classic, Technical Analysis of
Stock Trends, Winning the Mental Game on Wall Street covers the mind set, the
preconceptions, the false and misleading habits that hinder peak performance. It exhaust
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big
book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will learn how to strengthen
yourself mentally and cultivate the right mindset to achieve success. You will also learn that : it
is often your lack of self-confidence that prevents you from succeeding; uncertainty creates
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stress that prevents you from being at your best; a winning mindset allows you to overcome all
obstacles with perseverance; studying the mechanisms of thought can help you deconstruct
your bad habits. If we look at the causes of failure, we notice difficulties common to all sectors.
Our relationship with change and the unknown, our need for control, our way of approaching
challenges are all obstacles to progress. It is on the premise that you will succeed that you will
be able to face difficult situations. This summary presents you with techniques to manage your
stress and succeed despite uncertainty. *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest
price of a cup of coffee!
Come back from every setback a stronger and better leader If you read nothing else on mental
toughness, read these ten articles by experts in the field. We've combed through hundreds of
articles in the Harvard Business Review archive and selected the most important ones to help
you build your emotional strength and resilience--and to achieve high performance. This book
will inspire you to: Thrive on pressure like an Olympic athlete Manage and overcome negative
emotions by acknowledging them Plan short-term goals to achieve long-term aspirations
Surround yourself with the people who will push you the hardest Use challenges to become a
better leader Use creativity to move past trauma Understand the tools your mind uses to
recover from setbacks. This collection of articles includes "How the Best of the Best Get Better
and Better," by Graham Jones; "Crucibles of Leadership," by Warren G. Bennis and Robert J.
Thomas; "Building Resilience," by Martin E.P. Seligman; "Cognitive Fitness," by Roderick
Gilkey and Clint Kilts; "The Making of a Corporate Athlete," by Jim Loehr and Tony Schwartz;
"Stress Can Be a Good Thing If You Know How to Use It," by Alla Crum and Thomas Crum;
"How to Bounce Back from Adversity," by Joshua D. Margolis and Paul G. Stoltz; "Rebounding
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from Career Setbacks," by Mitchell Lee Marks, Philip Mirvis, and Ron Ashkenas; "Realizing
What You're Made Of," by Glenn E. Mangurian; "Extreme Negotiations," by Jeff Weiss, Aram
Donigian, and Jonathan Hughes; and "Post-Traumatic Growth and Building Resilience," by
Martin Seligman and Sarah Green Carmichael.
Dr Bob Rotella is one of the hottest golfing performance consultants in the world today. Unlike
other performance consultants, Rotella goes beyond the usual mental aspects of the game and
the reliance on specific techniques. In this extraordinary book, and with his clients, he creates
an attitude and a mindset about all aspects of the golfer's game, from mental preparation to
competition. And, as some of the world's greatest golfers will attest, the results are spectacular.
Filled with charming and insightful stories about golf and the golfers Rotella works with, GOLF
IS NOT A GAME OF PERFECT will improve the game of even the most casual weekend
player.

A guide to golf moves beyond the mechanics of "performance" to tackle some of
the more subtle, psychological aspects of the game.
Master your game from the inside out! With more than 800,000 copies sold since
it was first published thirty years ago, this phenomenally successful guide has
become a touchstone for hundreds of thousands of people. Not just for tennis
players, or even just for athletes in general, this handbook works for anybody
who wants to improve his or her performance in any activity, from playing music
to getting ahead at work. W. Timothy Gallwey, a leading innovator in sports
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psychology, reveals how to • focus your mind to overcome nervousness, selfdoubt, and distractions • find the state of “relaxed concentration” that allows you
to play at your best • build skills by smart practice, then put it all together in
match play Whether you're a beginner or a pro, Gallwey's engaging voice, clear
examples, and illuminating anecdotes will give you the tools you need to
succeed. “Introduced to The Inner Game of Tennis as a graduate student years
ago, I recognized the obvious benefits of [W. Timothy] Gallwey's teachings. . . .
Whether we are preparing for an inter-squad scrimmage or the National
Championship Game, these principles lie at the foundation of our
program.”—from the Foreword by Pete Carroll
Managing the Mental GameHow to Think More Effectively, Navigate Uncertainty,
aTier 1 Publishing
Talk to any and all golfers, be they Tour professionals or once-a-month country
clubbers, and you'll hear that they want to improve their game in some way. But
up until now, most expert books on golf instruction have focused only on the
approach advocated by a particular teaching pro or famous player; the authors
usually talk about "the golf swing" or "the putting stroke" as if there is only one
way to do it -- their way. With How to Learn Golf, the first comprehensive guide to
contemporary golf instruction, Harry Hurt III will help you become a better golfer
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by identifying what type of player you really are, and which of the several leading
methods are right for you and your golfing goals. Based on Hurt's sessions with
all of America's top ten instructors, this book helps you choose between the two
main types of golf instruction available -- error correction, which offers a quick fix
for a specific swing flaw, and swing development, where the focus is on building
the swing from top to bottom. Hurt provides illuminating detail on the most
effective approaches to improving each aspect of your golf game: putting, the full
swing, the short game, and the all-important mental game. Hurt also includes a
biographical listing of the best golf instructors nationwide and where their
expertise lies, so you can determine who may be best suited to your needs. And
if you've never sought an instructor before or you've had problems
communicating with yours, there are two handy worksheets: eighteen questions
you should ask your teaching pro and eighteen questions your pro should ask
you. From beginners and high handicappers to scratch players and Tiger Woods
wannabes, golfers of all skill levels looking to take the next step to improving their
games need only look to How to Learn Golf.
For more than ten years, Dr Deborah Graham and Jon Stabler have devoted
themselves to the scientific study of why, even among the pros, some players win
frequently and others never do. In the first psychology self-help book tailored to
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golfers at every level, they draw on their research to spell out the eight specific
personality traits that make the difference: Abstract thinking; emotional stability;
tough-mindedness; self-assurance; self-sufficiency; and optimum arousal. Dave
Stockton, Lee Janzen, Mark McCumber, and Michelle McGann are among the
many golfers who have benefited from Dr.Graham's GolfPsych system. Now, this
detailed, practical, and encouraging guide will make it possible for anyone to play
like a champ.
By combining classic insights and stories from Zen tradition, Zen Golf helps
eliminate the mental distractions that routinely cause poor shots and loss of
concentration, allowing golfers to feel in “the zone” that professionals have
learned to master. “The lessons in Zen Golf make the mental game seem so
simple. Dr. Parent has given me very effective methods for working with thoughts
and emotions, and for taking the negatives out of the picture.” —Vijay Singh,
Masters and PGA Champion The best players know that golf is a game of
confidence, and most important, concentration–the ability to focus and block out
distraction. The goal of achieving clear thought is also at the heart of Buddhist
teachings. In his highly original and groundbreaking book, noted PGA coach and
Buddhist instructor, Dr. Joseph Parent, draws on this natural connection and
teaches golfers how to clear their minds, achieve ultimate focus, and play in the
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moment for each shot. Zen Golf presents a simple system for building “mental
game mastery.” Dr Parent’s unique PAR Approach (focusing on Preparation,
Action, and Response to Results) guides golfers with specific techniques for each
aspect of their games. In chapters such as “How to Get From the Practice Tee to
the First Tee”, “You Produce What You Fear”, and “How to Enjoy a Bad Round
of Golf”, the author shares a personal teaching regimen that has helped improve
the games of professionals and amateurs alike. Clear, concise, and enlightening,
Zen Golf shows golfers how to prepare for, execute, and equally important,
respond the results of any golf shot. A different approach to golf instruction, this
book shapes ancient philosophies into new teachings.
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